Smart environments are slowly but surely entering our everyday life. Their design provides many challenges. Not only heterogeneous devices acting and interacting in a dynamic environment but also intentions and activities of humans have to be taken into account. Diverse processes are responsible for achieving unobtrusive and pro-active user assistance. Those can be structured into a pipeline of perception, sensor interpretation, intention analysis, strategy synthesis, and actuation. Along this pipeline we analyze specific possibilities and requirements for modeling and simulation.
INTRODUCTION
Profiting from technological advances in different areas, such as energy supply, communication technology, and sensor technology, smart environments have become of major interest in research and industry over the last years. Smart environments can be considered as an application of the ubiquitous or pervasive computing paradigm, which are inspired by Weiser's vision of ubiquitous computers supporting people in their everyday lives in an unobtrusive manner (Weiser 1999 ).
Cook and Das define a smart environment as one that is able to acquire and apply knowledge about an environment and also adapt to its inhabitants in order to improve their experience in that environment in (Cook and Das 2004) . This definition rather reflects the fundamental capabilities of a smart environment than describes the environment itself. A smart environment can be considered as a physical environment where actors perform tasks cooperatively while being assisted by mobile and stationary devices (Wurdel et al. 2009 ). The devices thereby operate as a smart ensemble in order to accomplish their tasks and support the users. According to Cook and Das the basic features and characteristics of smart environments are: remote control of devices, device inter-communication, information acquisition by sensors, enhanced service by intelligent devices, e.g., by pro-active service provision, predictive and decision-making capabilities (Cook and Das 2004) .
Thus, smart environments are concurrent, heterogeneous, and dynamic systems that interact with their physical environment and users continuously. As they shall act autonomously and pro-actively, the agent metaphor fits nicely (Das and Cook 2006, Uhrmacher and Weyns 2009) . Correspondingly, the relations between smart environments and simulation reflect those between agents and simulation. As simulation is used to support the design of agent and multi-agent systems, simulation can be used to help designing and developing smart environments. As simulation is a means of deliberating about the future state of the world, agents can also exploit simulation for deliberation (Lee and Fishwick 1997) . Similarly, smart environments try to predict future behavior of users by exploiting and analyzing behavior models (Burghardt and Kirste 2009) . The latter implies that the simulation is used on-line during the operation of the smart environment. We will focus in the following on using simulation for supporting the design and development of smart environments.
ENTITIES OF INTEREST IN SMART ENVIRONMENTS
Smart environments are supposed to provide unobtrusive support to its users. Therefore, devices are required that offer this support. The problem of being open and dynamic leads to programming metaphors that realize such a flexible support based on a set of changing devices, i.e., services. The functioning of smart environments depends on perceiving, thus sensors are key players to correctly interpret the situation. The latter of which comprise the physical environment and the users. A correct interpretation of users and their possible intentions is of outmost importance, thus considering users' intentions plays a central role in designing and developing smart environments, and correspondingly also in modeling and simulation. In the following, we discuss shortly the entities that should be considered in modeling and simulation.
• Users: According to the application context of smart environments, they are intended for various numbers of users. Das and Cook distinguish between a single inhabitant and a more challenging multiple inhabitant case in (Das and Cook 2006) . However, there is usually more than one user acting in a smart environment and interacting with it.
• Devices: The devices composing a smart environment are interconnected and vary in size, purpose, and computational capabilities. (Weiser 1999 ) distinguishes between three types of devices: tabs, pads, and walls. In modern smart environments, devices can be more versatile depending on the application context. For instance, Notebooks, PDAs, Smart Phones, Beamers, and Webcams are typical devices of a smart meeting room. Increasingly, devices are integrated that no longer depend on explicit interaction with the users.
• Sensors: Although sensors are devices too, they are usually distinguished from other devices embedded in a smart environment in order to emphasize their essential role. Tilak et al. define a sensor as a device that implements physical sensing of environmental phenomena and reporting of measurements (through wireless communication) in (Tilak et al. 2002) . He underlines sensors as a salient feature of smart environments.
• Services: The devices of smart environments provide diverse services. A service can access and/or change the state of the environment (Marquardt and Uhrmacher 2009a) . The number and types of services offered by a device depend on the type of the device and its purpose.
• Physical environment: A smart environment itself is embedded into a physical environment consisting of walls, doors, stairways, or windows, e.g., a room or building. In addition to the devices embedded in a smart environment, a physical environment usually contains further physical objects without computing and communicational capabilities. Those objects can be obstacles to the users or they can be part of the users' interactions or activities, e.g., a chair, and they can exhibit some behavior of their own, e.g., having a dog in a meeting.
The entire smart environment can be considered as a single deliberative and intelligent agent (Das and Cook 2006) . However, also the entities composing the smart environment, e.g., the users (Urban and Schmidt 2001) , the environment itself (Bouron et al. 1990) , and the devices (Lesser et al. 1999) can be modeled as agents. Therefore, the smart environment can be viewed as a multi-agent system (Cook 2009 ), i.e., as a community of multiple interacting agents.
Smart environments are characterized by diverse interactions. Interactions exist between users and devices, users and the physical environment, devices and the physical environment, between users, between devices, and in the physical environment itself. In the context of interaction, sensors and services considered as devices too. Interaction between users and between devices can be complex including negotiation, competition, and collaboration. All entities and all types of interactions have to be taken into account when modeling and simulating a smart environment. However, at which level of detail these entities and interactions are represented varies depending on the objective of the simulation study. This objective depends on the phase of the user assistance pipeline that the software should support. We will explain the role of the user assistance pipeline below.
USER ASSISTANCE IN SMART ENVIRONMENTS
Unobtrusive and pro-active user assistance is a central goal of smart environments, e.g., smart meeting rooms or ambient home environments. Automated execution of services is one possibility to assist a user unobtrusively, because the number of explicit interactions required is reduced by automation. Figure 1 depicts a possibility to assist users in smart environments based on the goal-based user assistance introduced and described in (Heider and Kirste 2002 , Hellenschmidt and Wichert 2005 . Processes that are important for this kind of user assistance are: perception (by sensors), sensor interpretation, intention analysis, strategy synthesis, and execution of services (actuation). In the original model of Heider et al., the interpretation of sensor data is part of the intention analysis. In contrast, we consider the sensor interpretation as a separate process in order to emphasize the role of interpreting sensor data correctly. This also corresponds to the traditional, abstract BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention) agent architecture (Rao and Georgeff 1992) , where updating the beliefs by interpreting the sensors as a prerequisite to develop new intentions are separately modeled. However, the different processes compose some kind of pipeline, which is executed repeatedly in order to provide continuous assistance to the users. We call this pipeline the user assistance pipeline in the following.
The data generated due to perceiving the physical environment and its inhabitants via sensors deployed in the environment represents the basis for any reaction of the smart environment. These data is interpreted and used for updating the current beliefs. In this context, users' intentions are considered as the users' future actions or activities. Given the beliefs about the current state of the world and the possible intentions of the users, the task of the strategy synthesis is to come up with a service that supports users in their intentions. Often this requires the composition of numerous services, this can be done, e.g., by exploiting AI (Artificial Intelligence) planning algorithms . As a result a service composition is created defining a (partial) order for executing services and can be specified as a plan. Finally, the services are executed on the corresponding devices.
Each of the processes shown in Figure 1 is usually executed on a single device, each of which can execute more than one of these processes. Although, we typically have a sequential flow of control between these processes, it might be that processes are started concurrently on different devices and the first that completes the tasks wins, e.g., for strategy synthesis different planners are started to compose services, and the first completed plan is taken for being executed (Marquardt and Uhrmacher 2009a) .
Which process is executed on which device depends on various factors, such as computing power or energy supply. Thus, the devices responsible for executing a process might change during the operation of a smart environment. Some devices, e.g., simple sensor nodes, are not capable of or intended for executing these processes at all apart from the perception in case of sensors.
Each of these processes can be related to one or more of the entities mentioned above. Table 1 shows the relations between processes and the entities that are mainly in the focus of the corresponding processes. This relation is reflected in the simulation approaches that are exploited for supporting the different processes in the user assistance pipeline. In the following, we will discuss this for the different processes.
COLLECTION AND PROPAGATION OF SENSOR DATA
Sensors are responsible for collecting the data that form the basis for reactions of smart environments in general (Tilak et al. 2002) . Thus, their functioning plays a central role in realizing the depicted user assistance pipeline.
In smart environments, usually different types of sensors are deployed and used, such as positioning sensors, tactile sensors, temperature sensor, or video sensors. Sensors can be autonomous or integrated in other devices, such as a microphone integrated in a notebook. The sensors deployed in a smart environment are interconnected in order to transmit and propagate their generated data through (mainly) wireless communication to devices that are interested in this data for further processing.
The field of sensor network and wireless sensor network (WSN) simulation is vast. Due to the connection to computer networks as networks of interconnected and communicating entities simulation of WSNs can be supported by many established network simulators, e.g., ns-2 (<http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns>) and its successor ns-3 (<http://www.nsnam.org>). However, specialized simulation environments, e.g., SensorSim (Park et al. 2000) , SENSE (Chen et al. 2004) , and J-Sim (Sobeih et al. 2005) , have been developed in order to address the specific characteristics of WSNs that distinguish them from usual computer networks. The first is an extension of ns-2 that provides additional features for modeling sensor networks. The motivation behind the component-based SENSE is to allow a large range of different models in terms of components in a simulation study (Chen et al. 2004) . This is also the motivation for exploiting general modeling formalism for this purpose. For instance, discrete formalisms are extended to take the location and mobility of sensor nodes and their spatial relations, which constraints the interaction of sensors, into account. To those belong Space Time Petri Nets (Luo and Tsai 2005) and SpacePi (John et al. 2008) which are extensions of Petri nets and the pi calculus, respectively. However, SpacePi was introduced in a biological motivated context, but can be used in other domains. Other approaches abstract from the continuous space and focus on the design and operation of the individual sensor nodes such as (Antoine-Santoni et al. 2008b , Antoine-Santoni et al. 2008a ). For instance, Antoine-Santoni et al. utilize the Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) formalism introduced by Zeigler (Zeigler et al. 2000) to model the communication between the different components of a sensor node.
The diversity of nodes and their data play a central role for analyzing different strategies to collect information and propagate data in smart environments. In contrast to sensor networks used in other domains, comparatively few highly specialized sensors are interacting with each other in a smart environment. Usually, little redundancy in the sensor data exists. In typical WSN simulations, users, services, or other devices are described in a rather abstract manner, e.g., in terms of an abstract signal or data model, e.g., a Gaussian probability distribution or an abstract language model (Aipperspach et al. 2006) . The type of data communicated in the network is of little importance. Simply, the quantity of data or the absence of data is relevant for the simulation. However, all of these aspects might influence the unobtrusive operation of the smart environment. Therefore, flexible simulation approaches that allow taking the diversity of nodes and the type of propagated data into account are particularly suitable.
Communication between different devices and propagation of data is not limited to sensors and sensor data. Therefore, network simulators and network simulation in general can be exploited for evaluating and testing different communication strategies and protocols in smart environments. Thereby, the level of abstraction of the network simulation will reflect the concrete requirements and the diversity of systems to be evaluated in the smart environment, e.g., communication of user goals, distributed planning and execution strategies, or information retrieval strategies supported by distributed data bases or the middleware.
FROM SENSOR DATA TO INTENTIONS
The next step in the user assistance pipeline is the interpretation of sensor data provided by the sensors and updating the beliefs of the smart environment. Depending on the variety of sensors and their observations, e.g., video streams or location data, sensor data have to be transformed into symbolic knowledge that forms the basis of further reasoning. These are problems smart environments share with robotics and robotic systems (Pollack et al. 2002 , Thrun 2003 .
Due to the fact that users are in focus of smart environments, perceptions and beliefs refer mainly to users and their activities. In this context, the term activity recognition is often used for the interpretation of sensor data (Aipperspach et al. 2006 ), whereat the current users' activities are inferred based on the sensor data. For instance, the state change of a ubiquitous sensor attached to the door of the refrigerator in a smart kitchen at a certain time is interpreted as the activity "user opens the refrigerator at time t" (Tapia et al. 2004) encoded in an suitable symbolic notation. Accordingly, simulation systems aim at testing the correct interpretation of data and turning them into "symbolic" beliefs that can be found in this context. Here, valid models of the sensors are crucial to produce plausible data to be interpreted. This supports testing whether incoming sensor data are correctly transformed into beliefs.
In current smart environments the beliefs are focusing on the users. Further information might refer to the state of the devices and some basic background information of the physical system. Referring to information about the users, current approaches typically consider the location of the users (Patterson et al. 2003, Burghardt and Kirste 2009) or the interaction between users and devices Cook 2003, Tapia et al. 2004) . Sensor data are usually noisy and intermittent (Burghardt and Kirste 2009) , particularly location data. If those noisy sensor data is used as data basis, uncertainties in the interpretation can be a result. Simulation can be used to test to what degree the system can deal correctly with noise in the data.
Once the smart environment knows what its users currently do, the smart environment tries to predict the users' intentions, which are the users' future actions and activities, on basis of his knowledge and beliefs. Therefore, the term action prediction is often used in this context. Predicting users' intentions the smart environment requires an appropriate model of the users' behavior. In this context, a human behavior model represents typical user activities and user intentions in a certain application context. Different application contexts result in different behavior models, e.g., in a smart meeting room typically other activities are possible than in a smart kitchen.
Based on symbolic beliefs and user models a support can be derived in smart environments. For instance, Autominder, an automated agent designed for assisting elderly with cognitive impairments in carrying out required activities of daily life (ADLs), uses those symbolic beliefs to track the execution of the elderly' ADLs and remind them of the next activities according to their ADLs (Pollack et al. 2002) . A symbolic belief can be, for instance, the activity "user went to kitchen". The interpretation of sensor data in terms of a transformation to symbolic beliefs is done outside of Autominder.
However, numerous approaches circumvent the interpretation of sensor data as an independent process by integrating the interpretation directly in the intention analysis. Quantitative sensor data are directly used in combination with a human behavior model to infer users' intentions.
Hidden Markov models (Rabiner 1989) , shortly HMMs, are a common and well understood approach for modeling human behavior in order to predict future actions of users on basis of noisy and intermittent sensor data and apriory knowledge of user activities (Burghardt and Kirste 2009) . Various extensions to the basic HMM formalism exist that improve the prediction accuracy and expressiveness of the formalism, such as task-based Markov models (Rao and Cook 2003) and hierarchical hidden Markov models (Lühr et al. 2003) .
In and (Burghardt and Kirste 2009) , dynamic Bayesian networks are used, to model the behavior of a team of users reflecting the fact that there are usually multiple users collaborating with each other in a smart environment. A team agenda is used to improve the prediction accuracy and speed. The agenda specifies the activities that have to be performed in order to reach a certain team goal.
For these approaches, simulation can be used in a similar way as for testing the interpretation of sensor data. Data is generated to test the intention analysis strategy. However, it should be noted at this point that the simulation model has to comprise not only a valid sensor data model but also plausible models that relate activities of users with their intentions.
The interesting aspect in testing the strategy of intention analysis by simulation is that user models need to be realized within the simulation, to test the intention analysis that typically includes user models itself (see above). The user model exploited in the simulation should be different from the user model used by the smart environment to infer intentions. At this point it becomes clear that testing via simulation should be done by a different group which develops the simulation model for testing independently of the group developing the smart environment. In (Gierke and Uhrmacher 2005) , a virtual testing environment is used to evaluate the reminding strategies of Autominder (Pollack et al. 2002) in order to support elderly in their home. Please note, that this reminding cannot be done unobtrusively, but is another form of user assistance. In the virtual environment used for testing a detailed model of an elderly in tradition of human behavior models (Silverman et al. 2001 ) is realized. Figure 2 shows the virtual environment including the model of elderly (Gierke and Uhrmacher 2005) . The elderly model depicted in Figure 2 comprises different components each realizing a special functionality. The Cooperation component deals with the reminder acceptance of the elderly. The Action component is responsible for the execution of actions by the virtual elderly. The Planner manages the routine plan the behavior of the virtual elderly is based on. Some actions may be forgotten by the model in order to model cognitive impairments. Furthermore, the model does not have to cooperate with Autominder. The virtual elderly is not capable to interact with other humans in a natural manner, because it is no objective of the model. A central processing unit is taking the history of the elderly' activities into account.
However, the creation of valid and plausible user models that can be used for reliable testing is crucial and challenging. Smart environments are usually intended for multiple users, so interactions between these users have to be addressed by a suitable user model.
Once the smart environment has a notion of the users' intention, it can use this knowledge to decide what next in order to assist the users in their intentions.
FROM INTENTIONS TO SERVICES
Given the intention of a user, the smart environment has to decide which of the available services have to be executed in which order. These services are provided by and related to the devices embedded in the smart environment. A device usually provides a limited number of services. The kind of services provided depends on the device itself. Furthermore, the smart environment has to decide on which device a service has to be executed. Thus, services with the same effect can be provided by more than one device, e.g., there can be more than one beamer in a smart meeting room.
In (Marquardt and Uhrmacher 2009b) , AI planning is used to create service compositions for automated execution of a service sequences. The problem is thereby described as a planning problem, where the intentions of users, usually provided by the intention analysis, are specified as goal state and the services are represented by planning operators with preconditions and effects on the state of the environment. On basis of the available planning operators (services) a planner tries to find a sequence of operators, i.e., plan, which transfers the initial state to the goal state. However, it is not sure if such a plan exists and if it is possible to reach the goal state with the available services. For instance, a device that provides a service required for a plan can fail or be removed from the smart environment.
Furthermore, classical planning cannot react to changes in the environment during planning time, thus changes in the environment typically require a replanning. As a consequence planning should be sufficient fast to support unobtrusive user assistance (Marquardt and Uhrmacher 2009a) . Therefore, runtime performance is a crucial aspect of using AI planning for composing services and should be tested. In , Simulation is used for evaluating different planners referring to their execution time based on test data generated by a simulation model implemented in the PDEVS formalism. Semantic details of the devices are excluded.
In this context it would be interesting to include a change of devices and services and a change of intentions of the users over time in the simulation environment. The latter can be done by detailed models of user behavior, e.g., (Gierke and Uhrmacher 2005) , but often more abstract models of user behavior are sufficient for this purpose, e.g., task models .
A decentralized approach for an automated selection and execution of device actions embedded based on user goals can be found in .
FROM SERVICES TO EXECUTION
Once the smart environment creates a service composition, it has to inform the corresponding devices to execute the services specified in the composition in the correct order. Therefore, commands have to be communicated to the devices and executed by them.
In the first step the communication is in the focus of consideration. If the communicated commands are considered as abstract data, similar questions arise as in the process of propagating sensor data in WSNs described in Section 3.1. Thus, similar simulation approaches can be used.
When it comes to the execution of services on the devices, the devices are in focus and different aspects have to be taken into account. A device can fail or be removed from the smart environment before a service can be executed on this device. In both cases, the created service composition might become invalid. Thus, strategies for service execution are required in order to decide how the smart environment should react if services fail to be executed. Is it possible to execute the service on another device, can the service that failed be ignored, or is it necessary to create a new service composition in order to reach the specified goal state? In this context, simulation can be used to test the robustness and reliability of those execution strategies in case of service failures and the interplay with human activities.
There are special "simulators" focusing on a sophisticated visualization and animation of smart environments in terms of a 3D virtual environment, e.g., UbiREAL (Nishikawa et al. 2006) or the ResiSim 3D simulator (Youngblood et al. 2005) . Those simulators can be used to test the interplay between humans and devices in smart environments. However, this kind of visualization or animation of smart environments does not strictly fall under the term experimentation, but reveals first problems and allows a kind of face validation of different strategies.
In consideration of the user assistance pipeline described in Section 3 simulation can be and is used for testing and evaluating strategies, models, and concrete implementations on basis of test data in every process of the pipeline apart from the perception by sensors. The test data refer to the input of the corresponding process depicted in Figure 1 . According to the process, different types of input data are required reflecting different aspects on different levels of abstractions. Therefore, different simulation models should be used to generate test data. The incorporation or combination of different models could be suitable.
With reference to sensor networks, simulation can be used to evaluate network protocols for the communication of sensor data concerning their energy efficiency. The sensor nodes composing the sensor network and their intercommunication is thereby modeled and simulated. In this context, suitable and valid sensor models are required that represent the functioning of a single sensor node and the wireless communication between multiple sensor nodes. The data that is communicated is typically represented in an abstract manner, because mainly the quantity of data is important for testing protocols. Users and other devices are of little relevance at this point, so they are suppressed in the simulation. However, the physical environment should be taken into account, because it can influence the communication between devices, e.g., a thick wall has influence on the signal strength.
For testing interpretation strategies of sensor data sensors can be modeled reflecting their specifics, e.g., energy restrictions. Sensors that generate sensor data related to a user, e.g., the location of a user, should take user models into account in order to generate plausible data that can be interpreted. A model of the environment should also be considered.
For approaches of intention analysis that take symbolic beliefs as input, beliefs can be directly generated for testing. Sensors and sensor networks do not have to be considered en detail or at all in the simulation. On basis of behavior models, a virtual user can be modeled used for generating beliefs directly, because beliefs about a user refers to his previous and current activities. However, it should be taken into account that noisy sensor data can be interpreted incorrectly resulting in wrong beliefs. A behavior model should reflect this uncertainty. The state of a physical environment can be represented by a simple model of the environment. As mentioned above, there are approaches for analyzing intentions that work directly on sensor data and interpret these data implicitly. For these approaches, test data can be generated in the same way as it is generated for the interpretation of sensor data.
The strategy synthesis requires certain goals that specify the intentions of users in a smart environment. These intentions can be generated by a behavior model as well. In addition to the intentions, devices and the services they provide are of interest. Therefore, models of the devices are necessary that represent device-specific aspects and specify what service is provided by a device. If we think of mobile devices, the device model has to consider locations of the devices and spatial relations between them.
Device models are also required for testing executions strategies. Here, the behavior of devices is in focus. Independent of the process simulation is used for, valid models are essential for reliable and usable experimentation result. However, a valid model does not have to be plausible inevitably. For instance, users that are walking through a wall are not desired. Therefore, models used for the generation of test data should be designed carefully and verified themselves.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Diverse modeling and simulation approaches are being applied for designing and evaluating smart environments. A core question of smart environments is how the user can best be assisted.
We adapt the goal-based user assistance by Heider et al. to reflect the different processes that are of importance in realizing pro-active user assistance. We use this user assistance pipeline to structure the different modeling and simulation approaches currently exploited. The pipeline ranges over perception, sensor interpretation, intention analysis, strategy synthesis, and execution (actuation).
At the beginning and at the end of the pipeline, networks and devices are of interest, to evaluate and test the information gathering and execution strategies. Whereas for perception and sensor interpretation work on simulating sensors and sensor networks are exploited for systematic testing and evaluation, the application of modeling and simulation in the context of execution strategies is currently still restricted to animation approaches. In providing support for designing and evaluating the intention analysis and strategy synthesis modeling and simulation abstracts away much of the physical environment and technical details of devices and sensors. In all steps of modeling and simulation models of the user play an important role, the most central one of course in the context of intention analysis. The user models that are exploited range from simple stochastic models to fully fledged Beliefs, Desire, and Intention agent-based models.
All processes of the user assistance pipeline need to be seamlessly integrated for a functioning smart environment. Similarly, it would be important to provide means to integrate the modeling and simulation efforts that currently are exploited locally within this pipeline. Therefore, a modeling and simulation environment is required that allows to integrate the different types of models at different levels of abstractions. In this regard, component-based approaches as pursued in SENSE (Chen et al. 2004) , for the area of sensor networks, or proposed in COMO (Component-based Modeling) (Röhl and Uhrmacher 2008) are a suitable starting point for this research.
In addition, to composing models on demand that might be realized in different formalisms another requirement is a flexible execution mechanism, that supports efficient simulation as well as a software-in-the-loop simulation (Himmelspach et al. 2003) . At that point, component-based simulation frameworks, such as JAMES II (Himmelspach and Uhrmacher 2007) , can be beneficially exploited.
Currently, we are exploring possibilities for a component-based modeling and simulation framework for smart environments that supports the entire user assistance pipeline. It is planned to evaluate the developed concepts in a concrete setting.
